
1991 — New Yorkers for Accessible Health Coverage (NYFAHC) comes together when people with AIDS, cancer, hemophilia, 
multiple sclerosis, and other serious illnesses and disabilities rally together to oppose proposals to charge higher premiums 
to subscribers with serious illnesses and disabilities.  

1992 —  NYFAHC was founded with a statement of principles and membership. 

1992 —  NYFAHC leads efforts to eliminate some forms of health insurance discrimination by passing New York’s landmark 
Community Rating Law.  The law mandated open enrollment and community rating in the individual and small group 
markets.

1992–1995 — NYFAHC plays lead role in organizing against sharp proposed rate increases by Empire Blue Cross and other 
carriers; several major rate increases are rejected or reduced by New York Insurance Superintendent Sal Curiale.

1992–1995 — Mark Scherzer, legislative counsel for NYFAHC, serves on the technical advisory committee that helped 
create NY’s risk adjustment system, and participates intermittently in future years.

1994 — Susan Dooha of NYFAHC testifies before the House Committee on Ways and Means regarding the need for stronger 
consumer protections for consumers with chronic illnesses and disabilities.

1994 —  Empire Blue Cross stops selling individual market policies.  Few HMOS in the individual market offer point-of-
service options, and none offer prescription drug coverage.

1995 —  NYFAHC helps secure passage of New York’s Point of Service Law, which required all HMOs in the state to sell 
standardized comprehensive health coverage to individuals.  

1996 —  NYFAHC leads successful fight for legislation to prevent Empire Blue Cross from terminating coverage for 
approximately 650 Medicare-eligible disabled enrollees

1996 —  NYFAHC works with other consumer groups to enact New York’s Managed Care Consumer Bill of Rights, which 
includes an expedited grievance and appeal process, new standards for utilization review, elimination of provider “gag” 
clauses, and improved access to specialists for the seriously ill.

1995–2001 — NYFAHC and Consumers Union work to protect consumers in the proposed conversion of Empire Blue Cross 
to a for-profit insurer, by advocating for regulatory protections to ensure access affordable coverage, and establishment of 
an independent charitable foundation. 

1998 — NYFAHC opposes big rate hikes by Oxford and Empire Blue Cross.  After discussions with NYFAHC and other 
consumer groups, Gov. Pataki creates special $110 million insurance fund to offset rate hikes and Empire.

1998 — NYFAHC testifies against the introduction of disease-specific, so called “dread disease” insurance, in New York state 
by AFLAC.

1998–1999 — NYFAHC successfully advocates for adoption of New York’s External Review law, which creates the 
opportunity for external review of coverage denials based on the lack of medical necessity or experimental/investigations 
treatment exclusions.  The law provides expands coverage for patients in clinical trials, promising experimental treatments, 
and uses of off-label drugs.

1999 — The NY legislature repeals requirements for public hearings on large health insurance rate increases that exceed 
10% or more.   Insurers can now “file and use” their rates without prior approval of the state Insurance Department.  
NYFAHC warns consumers that they are in for a “rude shock.”

2000 — Attorney General Eliot Spitzer holds public hearings on Empire’s conversion plan, and approves Empire’s proposal 
to convert.  However, he indicates that state legislation is required before the conversion can proceed, because of statutory 
language in the state insurance law that appears to forbid conversion.

2002 — Gov. George Pataki rams through legislation authorizing the Empire’s conversion to a for-profit insurer.  But 
rather than putting 100% of Empire’s assets in a charitable foundation, the state “deems” 95% as a state asset to pay for 
health care programs, including raises for health care workers.   As a result of NYFAHC and Consumers Union’s advocacy, 
and pressure from Assembly leaders, a small portion of Empire’s assets (5%) is set aside to establish the New York State 
Health Foundation.  Empire Blue Cross conducts an initial public offering of stock and becomes an investor-owned for-profit 
insurance company.

2002–2005 — Consumers Union, represented by pro bono attorney Mark Scherzer, files a lawsuit challenging the 
constitutionality of the new law as a public taking of private charitable assets.  Billions in conversion assets remain tied up 
for several years and continue to grow in value as the lower courts rule in favor of CU.  Ultimately, CU loses the case at the 
state Court of Appeals in 2005 by a vote of 4-2.  The New York State Health Foundation begins operations, with assets that 
have now grown to a value of over $250 million.  
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2003–2006 — NYFAHC works with other consumer groups to support passage of Timothy’s Law, to provide expanded 
coverage for mental health services.

2004 — NYFAHC and other consumer groups oppose hospital-led plan to create $2.8 billion fund with premium taxes on 
employers who do not offer insurance, raising concerns that the funds would disproportionately flow to hospitals rather than 
other forms of care.

2004–2009 — NYFAHC and Consumers Union mobilize opposition to the proposed conversion of HIP and GHI, who 
execute a nonprofit merger and become known as EmblemHealth, to a for-profit company.   EmblemHealth succeeds in 
passing legislation in 2007 to authorize a conversion under terms very similar to those granted to Empire Blue Cross, but the 
conversion is delayed because of various factors.   New York City opposes the merger of HIP and GHI, because of fears it 
will drive up rates.

2006 — NYFAHC  supports efforts to protect “wrap-around” prescription drug coverage for Medicaid patients.

2007 — NYFAHC’s legislative counsel Mark Scherzer is appointed to a  state panel for the “Partnership for Coverage,” an 
initiative proposed by Gov. Eliot Spitzer that seeks to develop a roadmap for universal health coverage in NY State.

2007 — NYFAHC supports new law signed by Gov. Spitzer to strengthen managed care protections for consumers, including 
limits on denial of preauthorized care and improved appeal procedures for independent review.

2005–2008 — NYFAHC leads advocacy to include consumers with serious disabilities in the state’s EPIC prescription drug 
assistance program, but legislators do not act to broaden the program.

2009 — The New York Department of Insurance issues a report documenting the high cost to consumers of eliminating 
prior approval for health insurance premiums, citing insurer overcharges of $105 million between 2000 and 2007.  NYFAHC 
and Health Care for All New York call for restoration of public hearings and prior approval of rate increases.

2009 — NYFAHC testifies in strong opposition to the EmblemHealth conversion at public hearing held by the Insurance 
Department.

2009 — NYFAHC successfully advocates for an amendment to New York’s External Review Law that establishes specific 
standards for denials of experimental treatments in the case of rare diseases.  In addition, the amended law includes 
provisions to address disputes over access to out of network treatment, when the type of treatment offered by the plan in-
network is believed to be materially different from the treatment sought by the consumer.

2010 — NYFAHC and New York Immigration Coalition issue report on barriers to accessible, affordable health insurance for 
legal immigrants.

2010 — NYFAHC works with HCFANY and other consumer groups to help secure passage of a Prior Approval Law, which 
requires prior approval by the Department of Financial Services for rate increases for individual, small group, large group 
community rated, Healthy NY and Medicare Supplemental (Medigap) policies.  The bill also provides for public notice and 
comment provisions for rate increases, so that consumers can participate in rate review, and establishes a state minimum 
loss ratio requirement of 82%.

2010 — NYFAHC appointed to serve on Gov. Paterson’s Health Care Reform Advisory Committee.

2010–2011 — NYFAHC and other consumer and provider groups advocate for creation of the health insurance 
marketplace, ultimately leading up to issuance of Exchange Executive Order by the governor.

2011 — NYFAHC wins an additional amendment to the External Review Law, to expand choice of specialists.  External 
review of health plan decisions is now extended to cover disputes over the setting of care, and these will be interpreted 
to give consumers a right to external appeal when they are denied access to out of network specialists or specialists with 
particular expertise, whether in managed care or other plans.

Throughout its history, Mark Scherzer, Esq. has been Legislative Counsel of NYFAHC.
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